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Document A: “The Origins of Zionism”, David Vital (1975) 
 
Never pray for a new king, runs a Yiddish proverb (Men tor nit betn oif a 
nayem melech.) It was soon clear to the Jews of Russia and Poland – as to 
countless other subjects of the Tsar – that there was no more to be hoped 
for under Nicholas II than under his father. The profoundly hostile spirit 
which informed the Russian government collectively and most members of 
the governing class individually in their approach to the Jews had been 
affected neither by time nor by experience … The Tsar himself, a smaller 
man both physically and mentally than his father, regarded the Jews with, if 
anything, greater loathing. The vast cumbersome machinery of 
government, from Court, Ministries, and Senate in the capital down through 
the provincial governors to the lowliest village police officers, continued to 
bear down upon them as before. The pogroms were not renewed for the 
time being, but the intricate structure of administrative pressures and 
harassment to which the Jews were subjected was maintained intact and 
gradually improved upon. Old edicts and rulings were reinterpreted and 
refined; new ones were issued to cover unanticipated gaps and anomalies 
in the system evolved under Alexander III. … 
 
The chief consequence of these and similar measures was to accelerate 
the material ruin of Russian and Polish Jewry. To a marked degree the 
endemic poverty now gave way steadily to pauperism. … 
 
It was in this period that there appeared on the Jewish scene, in White 
Russia and Lithuania particularly, clandestine Marxist revolutionary groups. 
They were fully analogous to those which had begun to operate within the 
general population and came to be linked with them. But in themselves 
they were ethnically homogeneous.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: The Origins of Zionism, David Vital, Oxford University Press, London 1975, p 
309-311. 
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Document B: “Exile and Return”, Martin Gilbert (1978) 
 
By the end of 1905 more than eight hundred Jews had been murdered in 
Russia. More than 60 towns and 600 villages had shared in this orgy of 
killing and looting. … 
 
During 1906 there were yet more pogroms in Russia, for the fifth 
consecutive year. On 14 June a pogrom broke out in Bialystok, and within 
forty-eight hours eighty Jews had been murdered. … 
 
In August thirty Jews were killed during a pogrom in Sedlits, and when the 
third conference of Russian Zionists opened at Helsingfors on 4 December 
1906, the mood was one of urgency and determination. … 
 
Fierce anti-Jewish riots in Rumania in 1907 gave a further impetus to 
immigration to Palestine, and in the ten years between 1904 and 1914 
more than 25,000 Jews reached the Land of Israel.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Exile and Return: The Struggle for a Jewish Homeland, Martin Gilbert, J.P. 
Lippincott & Company, New York, 1978, p. 64-66.  
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Document C: “A History Zionism”, Walter Laqueur (1972) 
 
The pioneers of 1905 were the strangest workers the world had ever seen. 
Manual labour for them was not a necessary evil but an absolute moral 
value, a remedy to cure the Jewish people of its social and national ills. 
They shared the admiration of the Russian Populists for the muzhik, while 
at the same time, with the Marxists, they regarded the class-conscious 
industrial worker as an ideal figure. Those who for various reasons could 
not do manual work felt themselves inferior to their comrades and 
discriminated against. They were immensely proud of their independence. 
Any help from home was rejected, and even accepting an invitation to a 
meal from a Jewish farmer was frowned upon. When one such farmer paid 
his Jewish workers eight piastres instead of the seven agreed upon as their 
daily wage, they angrily sent their wage packet back, accepting it 
grudgingly only after having been assured that they were paid more not 
because they were Jews but because they had been doing outstanding 
work.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Vocabulary   

Muzhik: A Russian peasant. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: A History of Zionism, Walter Laqueur, Shocken Books, New York, 1972, p. 280.  
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Document D: “Land and Desire in Early Zionism”, Boaz 
Neumann (2011) 

 
Tools were not simply instrumental objects separate from the pioneer. At 
work, tools became part of the pioneer body and the pioneer being. 
 
The hoe (as well as the mattock and similar tools) was a central implement 
of pioneer praxis. A.D. Gordon asserted that the hoe was “sacred.” During 
a trip through the Land, the historian Yosef Klausner met Gordon at Migdal 
and asked what he was doing there. Gordon responded that he, too, was 
touring the Land: “You tour with a carriage and I tour with a hoe.” According 
to Berl Katznelson, the hoe operated not just on a physical level but on a 
metaphysical-mystical one. “Raising the hoe …,” he said, “makes a mark 
on all the sefirot (the ten divine “enumerations” or emanations of Jewish 
mysticism), including those termed the most sublime. Meir Wilkansky went 
so far as to call pioneer ideology as a whole “hoeism.”  
 
A woman at Degania wrote that her greatest cause for agony was that, as a 
woman, she was always compelled to work at home. “And I dreamed of a 
hoe,” she lamented, “of a field and of a young seedling.” Ya’akov Shmueli, 
a halutz who was injured at work, desired with all his being to return to his 
hoe: “In the corner of the shadowy room glittered cold iron, like an 
encouraging gaze, fortifying and bracing me. On my humble bed of boards 
my exhausted body agonized at night, and in my dreams – heaps of clods 
of earth, black clumps shining in the sunlight.  
 
More than simply an object to “grasp” and “work” with, the hoe was a “toy” 
with which the halutzim “played” on the soil. In a world where labor was 
considered a kind of “poetry,” it is hardly surprising that the hoe was also a 
musical instrument. Rachel Bluwstein called the hoe “my harp.” “Oh, to be 
healthy, whole in all your limbs, and to work, to work,” wrote her sister, 
Shoshana Bluwstein, describing her feelings as she hoed, “‘to play 
yourself,’ your life. Is that not the meaning of labor? The hoe is a musical 
instrument. Its players – the workers.” The halutzim used the hoe to “draw” 
on the soil.” The hoe and the hoer,” maintained S.D. Yaffe of Kinneret, “are 
a single soul.”  
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Vocabulary   

Praxis: practice, as distinguished from theory. 

Metaphysical: transcending physical matter or the laws of nature. 

 
 
 
 
Source: Land and Desire in Early Zionism, Boaz Neumann, Brandeis University Press, 
Massachusetts, 2011, p. 131-132. 
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Document E: “A History of Israel”, Howard M. Sachar, 
(1976) 

 
The circumstances awaiting the newcomers was bleak. Rachel Yanait 
wrote later that in each of the farm colonies she visited the identical 
complaints were heard: of exhaustion, lack of jobs, and resentment at the 
sheer harshness of life. In the largest Jewish village, Petach Tikvah, the 
attitude of the established capitalist planters was distinctly unfriendly, even 
hostile. Israel Shochat, a young immigrant, recalled that the main task of 
the Petach Tikvah farmers 
 

was to ensure that the Arabs worked properly. … In the market in the 
center of town, all the produce came from Arab villages in the area, 
and was sold by Arabs. Before dawn, hundreds of Arab laborers daily 
streamed into Petach Tikvah, to look for work, and mostly they found 
it. Then there was the matter of language; the villagers all spoke 
Yiddish. To speak Hebrew was regarded as absurd, as a Zionist 
affectation. And the most serious thing was that Jews were 
considered virtually unemployable. 

 
The farmers’ dislike of the newcomers was influenced not only by the 
immigrants’ lack of experience but by their Socialist theories. The orange 
growers’ journal (later entitled Bustenai) warned that the new “Jewish 
workers aren’t just interested in work and food. … They want power, 
economic and social dictatorship over the agricultural domain and those 
who own it.” Faced with this antagonism, the immigrants wandered from 
settlement to settlement, in rags, on the edge of collapse from malnutrition. 
David Ben-Gurion, a nineteen-year-old former student, succumbed to 
malaria and nearly perished. A doctor urged him to return quickly to 
Europe. “My well-meaning friends all pointed out that this was hardly a 
disgrace,” Ben-Gurion wrote afterward. “Half the immigrants who came to 
Palestine in those early days took one look and caught the same ship 
home again.” Indeed, more. Possibly 80 percent of the Second Aliyah 
returned to Europe or continued on to America within weeks or months of 
their arrival.  
 
If perhaps 2,000 of the chalutzim hung on, it was the little necklace of 
Jewish farm colonies that often made the difference. Limited as these 
villages were as a source of employment, they provided more jobs at least 
than the Biluites had found during their ordeal in the 1880s. 
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Companionship, too, was a factor. In somewhat larger numbers than during 
the First Aliyah, the new immigrants were able to meet at night, in Jaffa or 
Petach Tikvah, crowding into small rooms where they articulated their 
dreams and theories. “They would assemble for a few hours,” recalled 
Shmuel Dayan, father of the general [Moshe Dayan], “engage in discussion 
and debate, and go their several ways again, reinvigorated and with 
renewed determination to strive for a solution to the main problem of our 
existence – the ‘Conquest of Labor.’” Almost from the moment they 
reached Palestine, in fact, the immigrants organized Poalei Zion groups, 
declaring themselves “the party of the Palestinian working class in creation, 
the only revolutionary party of the Jewish worker in the Ottoman Empire.” In 
a platform worked out at a gathering in Ramle in 1906, [Yitzhak] Ben-Zvi, 
[David] Ben-Gurion, and other Labor Zionists emphasized the centrality of 
the class struggle, and later added to their ideology a full-blown, if 
somewhat meaningless (for arid, impoverished Palestine), demand for 
“public ownership of the means of production.” It was evident that these 
were not the usual kind of colonists, not even within the older Zionist 
tradition of the nineteenth century. Their notion of pioneering was a kind of 
secularized messianism.  
 
 
 
 

Vocabulary   

Chalutzim: pioneers, singular: Chalutz or Halutz (Heb.). 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: A History of Israel: From the Rise of Zionism to Our Time, Howard M. Sachar, 
Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 2007 (First Published 1976), p. 72-73. 
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Document F: “Memoirs”, David Ben-Gurion (1970) 
 
[The First Aliyah] were repelled by young newcomers like myself with our 
raggedy clothes, long hair and outspoken talk of socialism, collective living 
and the sharing of wealth. We talked much, but in the eyes of our 
prospective employers our capacity for farm work, our physical stamina in 
the face of poor diet, relentless heat, malaria and the back-breaking tasks 
required to cultivate that arid, unyielding land impressed them little. We 
frightened them with theories and annoyed them with our lack of farming 
competence. They turned their backs on us, preferring Arab workers who 
were more efficient, demanded less pay and, most of all, didn’t presume to 
social equality with the employer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Memoirs, David Ben-Gurion, World Publishing Company, Ohio, 1970, p. 50.  
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Document G: “Land and Desire in Early Zionism”, Boaz 
Neumann (2011) 

 
What then distinguishes the First Aliyah immigrants from the later 
pioneers? … in general it lies in their attitude toward the Land itself, the 
Jewish body, and the Hebrew language. While the desire of the halutzim 
[pioneers] Hebraicized the soil, the Jewish body (through labor), and their 
own speech, settlers of the First Aliyah did not bond with the land by 
working it with their own hands. For the most part they employed local 
workers, mostly Arabs, to perform agricultural labor and to serve as guards. 
They viewed the land as “business,” and they had no interest in creating a 
new Jewish body or establishing Hebrew as a native language. For them, 
the Land of Israel was not Mother Earth.  
 
Many religious Jews came to the Holy Land in order to be buried there. Gur 
Alroey found that 13 percent of the immigrants who set out from the port of 
Odessa to Palestine in the years 1905-1913 – that is, during the Second 
Aliyah – did so specifically for this reason. The halutzim, in contrast, set out 
for the Land of Israel in order to build it and be built by it and, as we will 
see, to be “reborn” there. A pioneer who arrived in 1907 wrote shortly 
afterward that in coming, he was not doing God’s will, since he did not 
believe in God. Rather, he was simply doing what was morally right and in 
practice absolutely necessary. In a letter from the early 1920s, Berl 
Katznelson described a period of severe unemployment as one of the low 
points of the pioneer period. Yet he remained optimistic because “there is a 
father in heaven, or the Land of Israel – mother.” The pioneer desire for the 
Land belonged to the era after God’s death. It was desire for the Promised 
Land in the absence of He who promised it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Land and Desire in Early Zionism, Boaz Neumann, Brandeis University Press, 
Massachusetts, 2011, p. 18-19.  
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Document H: “A History of Israel”, Howard M. Sachar, 
(1976) 

 
The newly awakened reverence for physical labor was shared by [poet 
Chaim Nachman] Bialik’s contemporary, the Hebrew essayist and novelist 
Micah Joseph Berditchewski. A Nietzschean, Berditchewski loosed a series 
of withering blasts against a Judaism that had sapped his people’s capacity 
to act. In his biblical criticism, he glorified Joshua at the expense of Moses. 
His preference was for the earliest Hebrew tribes, those barely removed 
from heathenism, who at least had exhibited a primordial instinct for action, 
violence, even sexual libertinism.  
 
This disdain for a purely cerebral Judaism was amplified by Yosef Chaim 
Brenner, the first of the literary figures whose writing career spanned both 
the Pale and the Yishuv. Born in the Ukraine in 1881, Brenner early 
identified himself with the Socialist movement, was imprisoned for his 
revolutionary activities, then escaped to London, where he briefly edited a 
Hebrew paper. In 1909, at the age of twenty-eight, he made his way to 
Palestine. There he became a part-time teacher in a Jewish high school, 
and an essayist of considerable influence in the Yishuv. His following was 
the more remarkable for his caustic indictment not only of the doomed 
Pale, but of many of the Second Aliyah pioneers. The latter, in his articles, 
were exposed as naïve and windy idealists, given to Marxist 
rationalizations of their newborn attachment to the soil. For Brenner, on the 
other hand, labor was exclusively an act of self-preservation. “I, a Zionist,” 
he wrote, 
 

Can have no truck with this prattle about a renaissance, a spiritual 
renaissance. … We are not Italy. My Zionism commands: “The hour 
has struck for … the Jewish people to end their sojourn among non-
Jews and their dependence upon non-Jews”. … The Jewish spirit? 
Wind and chaff. The great heritage? Sound and fury. … It is time for 
an honest self-appraisal: we bear no value, we command no respect. 
Only when we will have learned the secret of labor and committed to 
memory the hymn of those settled on their own soil shall we have 
deserved the title Man. … We have sinned through not working: there 
is no statement except through labor. … 
 

It was the added dimension of individual commitment that transformed 
Brenner’s contemporary, Aaron David Gordon, into the foremost prophet of 
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the “religion of labor.” Unlike Brenner or Berditchewski … Gordon was the 
practitioner of his own message. Russian-born, educated in Orthodox 
Jewish schools, he had followed the classical Haskalah path, teaching 
himself Western languages and history. In adulthood he took, and held for 
twenty-three years, a comfortable position as financial manager of the rural 
estate of Baron Horace de Gunzburg. It was during his leisure hours that 
Gordon immersed himself in the writings of Nietzsche and Tolstoy and 
began to develop his own unique philosophy of Zionism as an act of 
personal redemption. When the Gunzburg estate was sold in 1903, leaving 
Gordon without employment at the age of forty-eight, he made a soul-
searching decision that was not unlike Tolstoy’s flight to Yasnaya Polyana. 
He departed for Palestine. There he was offered an office job at Petach 
Tikvah, but shunned it in favor of manual labor in the orange groves. 
Afterward he worked in various farm settlements. A contemporary recalled 
of him: “There were many in the Second Aliyah who exceeded [Gordon] in 
labor and worked with great devotion. But in their labor one felt their efforts 
to excel and to prove that the Jews, and not only the Arabs, knew how to 
work. The work of Gordon was of another sort entirely. It was a kind of 
worship, a pure prayer.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vocabulary   

Pale: referring to Pale of Settlement, the area of Russia where Jews were 
permitted to live. 

Haskalah: Jewish Enlightenment, an intellectual movement that sought to 
preserve Jews as a unique collective, teach them Hebrew and introduce them 
to modern, Western ideas. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: A History of Israel: From the Rise of Zionism to Our Time, Howard M. Sachar, 
Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 2007 (First Published 1976), p. 74-75. 
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Document I: “People and Labor”, A.D. Gordon (1911) 
 
The Jewish people has been completely cut off from nature and imprisoned 
within city walls for two thousand years. We have been accustomed to 
every form of life, except a life of labor – of labor done at our behalf and for 
its own sake. It will require the greatest effort of will for such a people to 
become normal again. We lack the principal ingredient for national life. We 
lack the habit of labor… for it is labor which binds a people to its soil and to 
its national culture, which in its turn is an outgrowth of the people's toil and 
the people's labor. ... We, the Jews, were the first in history to say: ‘For all 
the nations shall go each in the name of its God’ and ‘Nations shall not lift 
up sword against nation’ – and then we proceed to cease being a nation 
ourselves.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: The Jewish World in the Modern Age, Jon Bloomberg, Ktav Publishing, New 
York, 2004, p. 175.  
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Document J: “A History of Zionism”, Walter Laqueur (1972) 
 
Living conditions were incredibly primitive even by eastern European 
standards. The newcomers lived in tents or miserable huts. They had to put 
up with malaria, snakes, scorpions, various bugs, overseers who made 
work hell, and a cultural environment which was either Levantine or 
reminded them of the shtetl which they had left behind. There was not 
enough work, the Jewish peasant of Petah Tiqva, Rishon Lezion and 
Zikhron Ya’akov preferring Arab to Jewish labour, the Arab worker being 
cheaper, more experienced and less likely to engage in argument. 
Frequently the newcomers were told that they had been gravely mistaken 
in assuming that they were needed in Eretz Israel and would be well 
advised to return home as soon as possible.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: A History of Zionism, Walter Laqueur, Shocken Books, New York, 1972, p. 280.  
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Document K: “Memoirs”, David Ben-Gurion (1970) 
 
At Petach Tikvah, I literally starved. I was small and frail looking which 
made my personal ability to find any job at all highly precarious. Every day, 
hundreds of Arabs would walk into the fields and vineyards to begin the 
chores. The young Jews would gather near the synagogue hoping a farmer 
would come by. If one did, he would feel each candidate’s arm to determine 
whether there was sufficient muscle for the work. My arms being of the 
pipestem variety at the time – they rapidly grew in girth when I became a 
pioneer a year later – I would usually be passed by with a glance. It took 
me ten days to get my first assignment. Then it was the lesser task of 
carting wheelbarrows of manure for spreading in the orange groves. … 
 
With life at Petach Tikvah so uncertain, I wandered from settlement to 
settlement, my clothes in tatters, my body on the edge of breakdown from 
famine. I stayed a few weeks on the plateau of Kfar Saba and spent 
another period in the vineyards of Rishon Le-Zion where I planted vines, 
shifted manure, dug irrigation ditches, ploughed, helped carry away the 
endless rocks and boulders that plagued all attempts to farm this earth.  
 
Then the weather changed abruptly, without transition at all, from boiling 
heat to a cold drizzle that betokened winter. The land turned to mud. My 
clothing was inadequate and so was my diet. I quickly succumbed to 
malaria. … 
 
A doctor whom a friend called in to attend me during one malaria bout said 
I would never shake the disease and that for me staying in Palestine meant 
death. I had better go back to Europe and be quick about it, he told me. My 
well-meaning friends all pointed out that this was hardly a disgrace. Half the 
immigrants who came to Palestine in those early days took one look and 
caught the same ship home again. Already, I could call myself a veteran. 
 
Of course, I didn’t listen to any of them.  
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Memoirs, David Ben-Gurion, World Publishing Company, Ohio, 1970, p. 51-52.  
 


